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THE 12th SUSPECT 남산시인살인사건

Mystery, Thriller│106mins│2019│KR (EN)

GOODBYE SUMMER 굿바이 썸머

Film

Teen-Romance│73mins│2019│KR (EN)

In the Era of Chaos, Encounter with the Bare Truth of History

First Love Came in My Youth on a Summer Breeze

In Late autumn of 1953, post-Korean war, the Oriental coffee house is
located in a narrow alley of Myungdong, a shelter and hideout for artists.
A military Counter intelligence Corps supervisor Gi-chae Kim enters the
coffee house to investigate the murder of poet Du-hwan Bae k, a
regular customer of the coffee house. The sudden death of the poet
leaves the customers in shock, and the more Gi-chae Kim investigates ,
the more the customers start to suspect one another.

19-year-old Hyun-jae, who is terminally ill, hasn’t told his friends his
incurable illness. He confesses his love to Su-min who is his first love
but she hesitates. To make it worse, his best friend Ji-hoon declares
the end of friendship feeling the betrayal. Hyun-jae just wants to live
with the flow but people say that he does not know what is important.

Director KO Myoung-sung
Cast KIM Sang-kyung (<Memories of Murder>), HEO
Sung-tae (<The Age of Shadows>), PARK Sun-young
(<Immortal Classic>)

Director PARK Ju-young
Cast JUNG Jae-won (<Show me the Money 4>)
KIM Bo-ra (<Sky Castle>)
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LET US MEET NOW 우리 지금 만나

Omnibus, Social Issue│86mins│2019│KR (EN)

FILM ADVENTURE 영화로운 나날

Film

Romance, Comedy│86mins│2019│KR (EN)

Longing for the Peaceful Reunification of Korea

One Day Odyssey Takes You to the Most Beautiful Regret

<Mr. Driver> Sungmin delivers grocery to the Gaeseong Industrial Complex. One day,
he carries a song of South Korea that Suk-hee wants to listen.
<Hello> Jeong-eun is embarrassed that her mother, who is suffering from dementia,
wants to meet her sister who was sparated by the Korean War. On the other hand,
Jeong-eun accidentally receives a wrong call from a North Korean woman and is
asked a favor.
<Two of Us> the old lover, Jae-bum and Hyun-chae, who’re about to marry, fight
with little things. They try to understand each other by dancing, but the anxiety
about the future does not fade.

An actor young-hwa lives happily with his lover Ah-yun and a cat, Theo.
But Young-hwa feels something is blocked from acting and life. He
fights against Ah-hyun and gets kicked out of the house. And whether
by accident or fate, he meets three acquaintances during the day. A
strange day in which the present and the memories he knew overlap.

Director BOO Ji-yojng (<Cart>), KANG Yi-kwan, KIM Seo-yoon
Cast LEE Jung-eun (<Parasite>), BAE Yoo-ram (<Midnight
Runners), HA Hui-dong, CHOE Nam-mi

Director LEE Sang-deok (<Write or Dance>)
Cast CHO Hyun-chul (<Hotel Del Luna>), KIM Ah-hyun
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BACK FROM THE BEAT 내가 사는 세상

Drama, Human Rights│67mins│2018│KR (EN)

A Down-to-Earth Drama of the Youth
Living in the World of Impossible Dreams
Min-gyu works afternoons as a food-delivery courier and works evenings
playing the turntables in his friend Ji-hong’s bar Commune, where he’s
known as “DJ Mingoos”. His girlfriend Si-eun works in a private art school
and sticks with him because she loves his music. Both of them have their
troubles at work and money is always short. One day, Min-gyu stumbles
into a conversation about employment rights and finds himself complaining
about shorfalls in his wages.
Director CHOI Chang-hwan
Cast KWAK Min-kyu, KIM See-eun, PARK Ji-hong

Film

BUTTERFLY 나부야 나부야

Documentary│72mins│2018│KR (EN)

A Senior Couple Who Have Shared Their Life for 78 Years
There is a couple who has been together for 78 years. An old man
carries out all the housework for his lifelong wife who is in need. He
visits market places, cooks and cleans up when it is hot or cold. His
routine begins with emptying her bedpan and sometimes is filled with
making a wooden hairpin for her. They make each other smile in
everyday lives. The director observes and records the daily life of them
for long.
Director CHOI Jeong-woo
Cast LEE Jong-su, KIM Sun-gyu
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Film

MENSORE 하나식당

OMOK GIRL 오목소녀

Drama, Comedy│107mins│2018│KR (EN)

Now It’s Showtime!
Our protagonist Baduk is a Baduk genius from birth. But it has been a
long time since she quit Baduk. All at once she takes part in an Omok
tournament which helds in her village, to win prize money. She meets
an Omok genius whose name is Glasses Lee in the tournament and
makes up her mind to train herself more. Then she applies for the
national competition for money once again. She re-encounters with
Glasses Lee and the biggest battle between the two finally begins.
Director BAEK Seung-hwa (<Queen of Walking>)
Cast LEE Jung-eun (<Parasite>), BAE Yoo-ram (<Midnight
Runners), HA Hui-dong, CHOE Nam-mi

Drama│95mins│2018│KR, JP (EN, CH)

In “Restaurant Hana”,
where the very special food only for you is served!
Se-hee tries to jump down from the cliff near the beach in Okinawa
because of her desperate situation as a 20s job seeker. The moment
she jumps, her tummy starts growling. She decides to put off her
decision for a while and finds a place, ‘Restaurant Hana’ with good
smell. Two girls, Hana and Se-hee who come to Okinawa to prepare for
death, re-start their lives!
Director CHOI Nak-hee
Cast CHOI Jung-won (<Good Frineds>), NAH Hye-mi (<Cheese in the Trap>)
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Documentary│96mins│2018│KR (EN)

A documentary that depicts 11 Buddhist monks and
performers. The title reflect Zen texts, “The Gateless Gate”. 11
Buddhist monks begin a very special practice in a locked room
for 1000 days.

Director PARK Dae-won

Film

THE WAY 길

THE GATELESS GATE 무문관

Drama│86mins│2017│KR (EN)

Three stories centered around elderly persons.
Soon-Ae is a rich woman, but she is lonely because she has lost
connection with her children.
Sang-Bum has raised his granddaughter alone since the death of his
wife. He is about to open a bakery.
After the death of her son, Soo-Mi thinks about suicide.

Director JEONG Yin-bong
Cast KIM Hye-ja (<Mother>), SONG Jae-ho (<The Suspect>)
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THE ROAD CALLED LIFE 메밀꽃, 운수 좋은 날, 그리고 봄봄

Omnibus Drama│90mins│2014│KR (EN)

Based on the Short Stories Written by Three of Korea’s Most
Iconic Writers, LEE Hyo-seok, HYUN Jin-geon, and KIM Yu-jeong
Fresh love by 20s in <Spring Spring>, pathetic sorrow by 40s in <When
the Buckwheat Flowers Bloom> and a dim memory by 60s in <A Lucky
Day>…
Here are the different lives of three people who should live no matter
how hard the life is, smile no matter how sad the life is.
Director AHN Jae-hun, HAN Hye-jin
Cast UM Sang-hyun, KI Young-do, NAM Sang-il, PARK
Young-jae, JANG Guang, RYU Hyun-kyuun

YOBI, THE FIVE TAILED FOX 천년여우 여우비

Film

Fantasy│85mins│2007│KR (EN)

Beautiful Adventure of a Thousand-Year-Old Fox Girl Begins!
After losing her family to fox hunters, five-tailed Yobi lives in the forest
with six of shipwrecked aliens called Yoyo, far away from the humans.
When one of her alien friends gets captured by a villager, Yobi has no
choice but to adventure into the human world to rescue him.

Director LEE Seong-gang
Cast SON Ye-jin (<Something in the Rain>)
KONG Hyeong-jin (<The Servant>)
RYU Deok-hwan (<Quiz of God>)
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